Mountaintop Campus

**Igael Tumarkin**
Israel, 1933 - 2021
*Circles and Cycles*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 98 1003

**Goodman Campus**

**Leon Gerst**
American, 1913 - 2004
*Rolling Down n.d.*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 88 1012

**Shaun Cassidy**
English, b.1966
*Organ Car*
Painted steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 98 1004

**Richard Gottlieb**
American, b.1951
*Strike c.1980*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 81 1000

**Philippo Bermani**
American, 1915 - 1997
*Olympic Bicycle Rider 1980*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 80 1015

**Philippo Bermani**
American, 1915 - 1997
*Olympic Runner 1980*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 80 1014

**John Foster**
American, 1951 - 2008
*Solar Yellow*
Painted steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 98 1000

**Glen Zweygardt**
American, b.1943
*Passage n.d.*
Metal
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman and Glenn Zweygardt
LUS 80 1051

**Menashe Kadishman**
Israeli, 1932 - 2015
*Trees 1997*
Steel
Gift of Philip and Muriel Berman
LUS 77 1002

**The Thematic Routes**

Below are suggested routes with a variety of themes for viewing sculptures across Lehigh’s three campuses, Asa Packer, Mountaintop, and Goodman.

**Asa Packer Campus**

**The Figure**
1. *Asa Packer*, Karel Mikolas
2. *Donja IV*, Kosta Angel Radovani
3. *Between Classes*, J. Seward Johnson
4. *Woman on Park Bench*, George Segal

**Places to Pause and Reflect**
2. The Temple, Mary Ann Unger
7. *Two Columns*, Ernest Shaw
15. *Popol*, Joyce de Guatemala
27. *Have a Seat*, Karyn Olivier

**The Natural World**
11. *Pavo Real*, Manuel Mendive
12. *Tree*, Menashe Kadishman
20. *Large Totem Head*, Henry Moore

**Mountaintop Campus**

**Circles and Cycles**
32. *Three Rings*, Ephraim Peleg
33. *Three Disks*, Menashe Kadishman
35. *Sights*, Philip Berman
36. *Rolling Down*, Leon Gerst

**Goodman Campus**

**Size and Scale**
42. *Passage*, Glenn Zweygardt
43. *Trees*, Menashe Kadishman

**Private & Group Tours**
For more information and to schedule a guided tour please visit luag.org or email luag@lehigh.edu.

**Accessibility**
Due to the location of some of our Outdoor Sculpture Collection, not all sculptures are physically accessible at this time.

If you have any questions about your upcoming visit, please contact Elise Schaffer at ejs421@lehigh.edu or 610-758-6882.

The Lehigh University Sculpture Collection
Lehigh University is home to outdoor sculptures located across three campuses that range in scale from the modest to the monumental. Learn more by watching videos about the artworks created by Lehigh students. Simply scan the QR code with your smartphone camera and begin exploring!